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he old man looks frail and exposed from here, dressed only in a loincloth. He’s
balancing precariously on the rickety wooden rods of a Chinese fishing net that
stretches out into the water. A breeze is blowing off the Arabian sea and the waves are
rocking the struts. I’m convinced he’s going to slip, but I am wrong – he’s so nimble,
and has clearly done this many thousands of times before. He steps along the main
beam and the cantilevered net descends, sagging into the sea. He dances back along the
narrow plank with agility and grace, fluttering high over the water; he knows he has an
audience.
I’m not the only one enjoying this spectacle. Next to me a row of beedi-smoking teenage
boys look on, squatting adeptly on their haunches, more interested in the movements of
the old fisherman than the foreigner next to them. On the seashore a little girl paddles
nervously in a homemade flotation device, fashioned out of empty water bottles and tied
around her waist with a shawl. She stops to see what all the fuss is about. A kulfi wala
wheeling his ice cream cart monopolises the gathering, plying his fast-melting wares at
the top of his lungs along the sea path. Opposite on a rocky promontory, a scattering of
egrets have their eye on the fisherman as well. They cackle, jostling about, hungry for
the promise of fish.
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Suddenly, the outfit springs into action. The six fishermen
bellow commands at each other as they pull on the weighted
ropes and their long sweeping net heaves out of the water. They
rush forward before the birds swoop down, desperate to make
sure their catch is not looted. The feeble crustaceans and stilljumping fish are thrown into buckets and sold on the seafront to
passers-by.
This ancient fishing technique was allegedly brought here – to
Kochi in the southwestern Indian state of Kerala – from the court
of Kublai Khan in the 13th century. But the Chinese were neither
the first nor the last to arrive. For thousands of years, traders and
invaders – from the Babylonians to the Egyptians, the Romans
and the Greeks – have sailed over the Arabian Sea and arrived on
the Keralan coast, seduced by the commercial potential of spices.
And I too found myself being lured to Kerala. The fascination
started in my first week at Delhi University when I met a Keralite
girl called Sujata, who claimed hers was India’s happiest and
most liberal state. Still relatively new to India, the cynic in me put
this down to charming but nonetheless misguided patriotism.
But she assured me that centuries of ethnic, cultural and religious
diversity had left Kerala with a legacy of multiculturalism and
open-mindedness. Months later when she invited me to her
hometown of Kochi, I accepted, determined to uncover Kerala’s
secret.
“Right now we are less than a mile away from a Portuguese
basilica, a Hindu temple, a Sikh gurdwara, a mosque, a Protestant
church, a Buddhist stupa, a Jain temple…” I turn to Sujata who is
motioning enthusiastically towards the domes and spires inland,
happy with her new role as my guide to Kochi. “But first of all, I
want to show you a part of India’s Jewish history.”
I smell the ginger before we see it, piled high in a cavernous
godown – a warehouse where spices and produce are stored,
sorted and then exported. Jew Town – so named after the Jewish
settlers who have resided in the area for over 2,000-years –
has long been at the heart of this trade. A narrow shaft of light
streams in through a tiny rooftop window, illuminating women
who are bent double packing ginger into sacks. Two more shake
a large sieve between them, sifting out the dust and the stems
that are deemed too small. Everything is recorded by hand in a
ledger by the overseer who struts around, arbitrarily inspecting
the goods. Apart from the Nokia tucked into one lady’s sari, this
could be a scene from hundreds of years ago.
We continue on to Paradesi synagogue where the guard, a
Christian, is delighted to announce that he has been working
with the Jewish community for over 25 years. We tuck in behind
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the crocodile lines of a school trip. Inside, wide-eyed children
admire the Belgian chandeliers and Chinese porcelain tiles,
while the teacher explains Judaism. While the Paradesi Jewish
community may have significantly dwindled, their legacy is
clearly celebrated and shared here rather than shunned.
The tour continues and we leave the labyrinthine old town,
passing Hindu temples and Dutch mansions, now home to
Kerala’s rich. We drift along the wide leafy streets and I soon
realise we are wandering in time to the call to prayer; the
minarets which pierce the sky are the product of Arab settlers
who were among the scores of hopefuls who came in search of
spices in centuries past.
Soon we hear bells ringing and, as we approach St Francis
church, a choir. The doors are thrown open and inside we
find the ensemble decked out in red and white cassocks, being
enthusiastically conducted by a priest. St Francis is a reminder
of Kerala’s busy history – it was built by Portuguese Catholics,
reconditioned by Dutch Protestants, taken over by the British
and then absorbed into modern Kerala after independence. The
singers launch into another psalm and Sujata senses my slight
surprise. “To sing hymns in a Portuguese church is just as Keralan
as to enact scenes from the Hindu Mahabharata,” she explains.
“Of course we have not been without our troubles, but in Kochi
all the religions and all their communities exist happily side by
side and above all, we learn from each other.”

“In Kochi all the religions and all
their communities exist happily
side by side”
As we leave the church, I wonder whether my next destination
will put Sujata’s ideas of cosmopolitanism to the test. The bucolic
peace of Kerala’s famous backwaters – hundreds of miles of
crisscrossing canals, streams and lakes amid tropical jungle
and paddy fields, an area so often titled God’s Own Country – is
a world away from urban life. After booking a houseboat and
saying farewell to Sujata and her family, I board a train south to
Alleppey to find out.
I wake up at dawn to riotous birdsong and the sound of laughter.
Peering out of the window of my houseboat, I soon discover why
– a bus-boat is carrying a gaggle of immaculately uniformed girls
downriver to school, their perfect plaits shiny with coconut oil
in the morning light. What a heavenly alternative to my Delhi
commute. Outside on the banks of Lake Vembanad, sari-clad
mothers throw down laundry on the rocks, idly gossiping while
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wriggling toddlers soak in the shallows. Behind them, there is a
procession of palm trees growing at peculiar angles, silhouetted
against an aquamarine sky. We pootle past rice paddies that
sparkle in the light and mango trees that droop towards the
water’s surface, heavy with fruit. A krishna eagle soars overhead
and the lake laps against the side of the boat. I notice a kingfisher
amid the ferns and flowering shrubs, totally still and waiting to
strike.
A peacock squawks, breaking the peace, and suddenly I’m
embarrassed by my voyeurism – gazing, staring even, at everyone
we pass. But the quiet activity that unfolds on the backwaters is
so mesmerising, and the gentle sway of the boat so soporific, that
I give in and snooze in the sun.
Later our captain tells me that a few hours before dusk the
motorised boats will have to drop anchor so the real action
of the backwaters – the fishing – can begin. The biggest boats
that roam the waters here are the converted rice barges known
as kettuvallam. They are assembled with wooden planks and
knotted rope made from the outer husk of a coconut, and not
a single nail is used. The steady put-put of their engines is
inoffensive, but when I decide to downsize to a little canoe for
a paddle through the narrower streams that afternoon, I relish
the quiet.
I am punted in an unsteady flat-bottomed dugout by a shy and
smiling Keralite called Madhav. Boys dive down to the lake floor
to collect shellfish and placid fishermen survey their nets with
languid nonchalance in the afternoon sun. We pass a troupe of
farmers who are herding hundreds of ducks downriver. Madhav
steers me expertly through a sinuous network of creeks, gently
pushing the lily pads and overgrown jungle fronds aside with his
bamboo pole, until we arrive at a small village.
He slows to point out a man catching mackerel with his bare
hands as the fish fly out of the water, trying to swim upstream
into a little eddy. I am invited to join in, fail dismally and much
hilarity ensues. A little further upstream, we make fast and
Madhav jumps off the canoe. He shimmies up a nearby palm with
acrobatic ease, bounding up the tree on the balls of his feet, as
if it were horizontal. He gets to the top, to where a profusion of
coconuts is clustered around the top of the trunk, and turns to
offer me a wide grin.
Sujata’s urban cosmopolitanism is all very well, but here in
the countryside, it’s an affinity with nature that seems to make
Keralites so happy. And I can’t help but think that I would also
find immense happiness in such an unadorned rural way of life.
Madhav picks two coconuts with much ceremony, then descends
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with enviable agility. He lops off the tops with a small machete so
we can drink straight from the coconut and hands me the fruit.
It’s a little warm, but sweet as honey.
We follow the aroma of turmeric and cumin deeper into the
village. A little girl sits in the doorway of a magenta house, lost
in her book. When the village children see us coming, they run
across the makeshift bridges to investigate, springing across the
bouncing bamboo planks, their cotton kurta tails billowing out
behind them in the breeze. “One pen, one pen,” they shriek across
the water. In Kerala, where literacy rates are the highest in all
of India, many children beg for tools of education rather than
money.
The 2011 census revealed Kerala had a literacy rate of 93 per
cent, a full 20 per cent higher than the country’s average, and
just this year the state became the first to achieve full primary
education. Historically, the maharajas of Travancore (a kingdom
that at its zenith covered more than half of modern-day Kerala)
were renowned proponents of schooling for girls and more
recently, statewide campaigns have brought education to even
the remotest fishing villages. Madhav proudly informs me that
he remembers when he was small and the teachers first came,
conducting outdoor classes in shady groves and putting on plays
intended to spark interest.
Kerala is also the only state where women outnumber
men, traditionally an advantage for equitable and sustained
development. Madhav’s mother was not only taught to read, she
was given her independence – along with the chance to send his
sister to school.
The sun begins to set and the sky burns pink and orange. Madhav
suggests we turn back, so I wave goodbye to the children and
we turn and glide silently back to the kettuvallam. Madhav has
inspired me; he has shown me that a huge part of Kerala’s magic
comes from this collective motivation to educate and progress,
even in these little tucked-away villages. I climb back onto the
boat, make my way to my cabin and curl up under the mosquito
net, falling into a deep and dream-filled sleep.
The following morning I am sceptical about my jungle-induced
revelations. Even with education being championed in Kerala, I
know that India – like much of the world – suffers from dramatic
inequality. So, enticed by the promise of clear mountain air and
the opportunity to see whether this holds true in another part of
the state, I opt to head inland, up into the Western Ghats.
I rent a bike and speed through little villages and hamlets where
the sight of Communist flags fluttering on gateposts reminds
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me of the socialist influence here. Since 1957, when the Marxist
party was democratically elected in Kerala, the hammer and
sickle has been painted on village archways throughout the state.
They carried out land reforms that disrupted feudal hierarchies,
redressed power and redistributed land in an attempt to ensure
relative security for even the lowest castes and the poorest of
farmers.
I stop at a chai shop on the outskirts of Kottayam and, noticing
the seafood biryani plates being rolled out, decide to settle in.
Outside little boys run along the pockmarked track, balancing a
wheel with a stick and kicking up dust. They manoeuvre round
a cow that has parked in the middle of the road, flicking her tail
about, frustrated by the flies and the lingering afternoon heat.
“Which country you?” a voice next to me asks. I turn to see a
man in a pristine white shirt and an ironed mundu sarong, who
introduces himself as Mr Kurup. I tell him where I’m from and
am rewarded with perhaps my favourite-ever Indianism: “Aaaah,
a Britisher.” He beams at me while I sip on my chai and we chat.
Or rather, Mr Kurup chats and I listen.
He sees me glancing at the patrons on the neighbouring table,
who are guiltily sneaking sips of what I had thought was chai.
Between his tutting, Mr Kurup informs me that it’s toddy –
fermented coconut milk, the local moonshine. They pass a
newspaper between them.
Now he looks less disappointed. “Kerala has the highest
newspaper readership in India,” he says proudly. “I read in the
paper that we have better healthcare than America itself.” To a
certain extent, he’s right. Despite a very low GDP – that pales in
comparison with some of India’s export-driven wealthy states
– Kerala has by far the country’s highest Human Development
Index (HDI). The official UN development measure, HDI looks
beyond economic parameters to include schooling and life
expectancy. And Kerala has a higher score than eight US states.
Mr Kurup tells me he puts the exemplary healthcare and high
rates of schooling down to the equality promoted by Communist
policies. I can see his logic; in other parts of India, political
conservatism preserves caste disparity. These toddy shops show
off Kerala’s associational culture; my new friend assures me that
they often play host to fiery debates. Posters on the wall advertise
all sorts of clubs, from trade unions and libraries to football
and knitting, complete with a reassuring disclaimer, “caste and
religion no bar”.
“Even though India is a democracy, here in Kerala we have more
freedom. What is the point in one man hoarding many thousands
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of rupees? Here, health and wealth is divided fairly, just as it
should be.”
The following morning I leave my hostel early, keen to escape
the brooding jungle humidity and start on the winding road to
Munnar. A thick mist rises from the tea plantations that cling
to the hillside. I weave up and up above the bluish haze of
the eucalyptus forests, past cardamom trees and thundering
waterfalls. I overtake an elephant lolloping around a hairpinbend, with its master crouching between its ears. The air is
crisper here. Monkeys line up on the wall grooming each other
and admiring the view – I don’t blame them; it’s a perfect idyll.
I reach Munnar and find a quintessential hill station; all carved
mahogany columns and shady verandas. I pick out a hotel and
sit on the terrace. With a very welcome G&T in hand, I can easily
pretend the last 100 years have never passed. The elephant would
have been adorned in swathes of silk, a maharajah’s wife waving
from atop a palanquin, her yellow gold jangling from her wrists.
My tonic would have been recommended by the physician to
stave off the mosquitoes and the waiter who delivered it might
have been liveried. Munnar seems to be a little pocket of India
that time forgot; the rolling hills, emerald jungle and, most
importantly, the people remain the same.

“Munnar seems to be a little
pocket of India that time forgot”
I gaze out across the forests and wonder to myself how Kerala
got it so right. When early traders came in search of pepper, the
spice was swapped for riches from far-off lands. But the medley
of cultures and communities also gave Kerala a trade in ideas.
This intellectual and cultural exchange has served citizens like
Sujata well, breeding cultural porousness and religious diversity.
It grew into a socialist sensibility where political activism and
open-mindedness is encouraged and health and welfare systems
are prioritised. As Madhav told me, Kerala has even started to
examine gender inequality – crucial to the future happiness of
all Indian states.
India can often be heard declaring itself the world’s largest
democracy, and it was wise Mr Kurup who made me realise
that this is the key to Kerala’s magic. He had revealed Kerala’s
real secret – freedom. Kerala is not just pushing education and
progression. The state is striving for complete literacy, to bring
opportunity and hopefully happiness to one and all – Muslim or
Jew, Hindu or Christian. As I watch the sun drop below the ridge,
it dawns on me that it’s this dedication to equality which makes
Kerala so very special.
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